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Io Solar Energy lnsti~ute
U·N·M Offers Land for Research
In response to a request from
Governor Jerry Apodaca, .the
University of New Mexico
Regents Friday afternoon voted
to make available an 800-acre
tract of land southwest of the
Albuquerque International Airpol't as a site for the proposed
national Solar Energy Research
Institute (SERI).
The site is part of.ll,OOO acres
of state land of which UNM is the
beneficiary. '
.
In a letter to Regents
President Calvin Horn, Gov.
Apodaca asked the UNM board
to "arrange to acquire from the
State that (airport area) land·
which could subsequently be
made available to SERI if the
project is located in Albuquerque
Gov. Jer!'y Apodaca
and the decision is made'to utilize
this site."
Apod~ca's letter said the pur: "lq the event that this site· is
pose "is to obtain a firm com- selected, the land in question
mitment on the land so the site would.be acquired from.the State
can be documented in the Land Commissioner and made
proposal to be submitted to ER- available for the Institute.
"Significant benefits would ac-'
DA (Energy Research and

University's
undergraduate,
graduate, and professional
programs in the areas of research, training, and service."
Horn said the procedure .would
be for the University to ask the
State Land Commissioner to put
the land up· for public auction and
for·the University then to buy it.
..Even though the University
.is the beneficiary of income from
'the land, this is the procedure we
would be required to follow," he
said.
Horn said h~ thought the move
be . beneficial in ~any
ways, "including· paving and
. utility lines which would be installed and would be positioned
sci that they might be e~tended
to other areas on the land."
The Regents have had under
study for some time possible
alternatives for use of the large
tract.
··
A volunteer state task force is
preparing a proposal to submit to
ERD~A to locate the multimillion
wo~ld

crue from such a location. not dollar solar energy .research
Development Admini~tration)."
The Regents' resolution said:· . only ·to the State but to · the· facility in New Mexico·~ - ·

Water Use Varies With Income

:,

['

Family income is the major variable affecting
residential water use in Albuquerque, UNM
researchers }\ave concluded, and they recommend
higher rates for big users.
·
About 40 per cent of, Albuquerque's water is
used in homes, and average per capita consumption was 144 gallons a day in 1974, according
to the authors of "Rain Dance Doesn't Work Here
Anymore."
The 50-page report was publislted by the UNM
Dhdsion of Government Research, an arm of the
Institute for Applied Research Services. Authors
are Peter A. ·Lupsha of the UNM political science
department, Don P, Schlegel of the School of Ar· chitecture and Planning and Robert U. Anderson,
'director of the Division of Government Research.
The authors base their conclusions on interviews
with 345 Albuquerque residents in 33 different city
blocks. Those questioned represented five major
housing value groups ranging from $10,000 and
·
below to $35,000 and up.
Mean water use for Albuquerqueans with incomes under $5000 is 366.7 gallons per day, the
survey showed, and in general water use· rfses
with income. Families earning $25,000 or more use
646.7 gallons per day.
In addition, the surv1y showed that water use
rises with the value of a home. Houses worth
$15,000 to $25,000 showed a mean water use of
4'76.2 gallons a day, compared to 984.2 for homes
'lalued at $35,000 or.more.
" ••.It would appear ~ha.t the prime factors con·
trolling water demand are .economic ones," the
authors conclude, noting that higher-income·
families are more· likely to own water-using ap·
ptiances like dishwashers ani:l to use large amounts of water in yard care.
The researchers recommend ''a move to a
progressive.rate structure-the more yo_u use, the
more you pay.'' They suggest raising water prices
above a basic "use lev~l, ·perhaps 400 gallons per
day.
However, the survey turned up some dif·
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r;era/d Slavin

UNM ._Group Provides
International Programs
By Joel White
If you're a student with. a
willingness to -do independent
study and are highly adaptive,
you · tnight- be interested· in
atudyilig abroad.

Or if you're·a professor doing
study on a foreign
civilization, or a student wanting
to apply for a.Fulbright scholarship, or a New Mexican wanting
to visit a foreign country••.
Besides coordinating -foreign
student advisement at the
University, UNM International
Programs and Services is vested
with the responsibility for
dissemination of information and
counselling in all areas of foreign
study, visitation or research for
the Unive~sity community.
Dr. Gerald M. Slavin, director
of IPS since its creation in 1969.
said persons interested in foreign
study or travel should visit his office for information.
post-gradua~e

Lily Tomlin
Postponed
Tvvo Weeks
The Lily Tomlin show that had
been scheduled for last night has
been postponed until February 9
·Petf!' Lupsha
because of illness, said Louis
ferences in water use between Anglo and Spanish~ Ternpkin, Speaker's Committee
surnamed households. Families with Spanish chairman.
names and incomes under $5000 showed a mean
Tempkin said Tomlin's ag~nt
daily water use of 319.6 gallons, compared to 437.8 and the committee agreed on the
gallons for Anglo households. At the $15,000 to new Feb. date because Popejoy
$25,000 income level, Spanish·surnamed families Hall will be ·available then.
use meari of 447 gallons per day, while Anglo Tickets bought for last night will
famiJie·s use 460.2 gallons, the survey showed.
be valid for the new date.
Other factors included in the survey were However, anyone . wanting a
ownership of water·Using appliances and swim· refund can get one beginning at
ming pools, type of landscaping and watering prac: 10:30 a.m. today at the SUB box·
tices, and attitudes toward water conservation. office. They will be available
Respondents also were asked how they felt about through Feb. 2.
water rate increases and other fundbig methods
The refund tickets will then go
for. water services, how they felt about govern· on sale Feb. 3 at the SUB boxment regulation of water supplies and what con· office only.
servation practicies they recommended.
And that's the truth.

a

Lobo photo

"Everybody in the office 1s a
foreign . student advisor and
about · the
knowledgeable
programs we coordinate," Slavin
·•aid. "'Currently we have two
pr,ogramiJ for summer study

abroad and we maintain com~
munication with other universities and agencies concerning
foreign lectureships and research
fellowships."
The summer session programs
are in ··Guadalajara, Mexico and
Madrid, Spain. Costs for the
sessions range from $700 for
Guadalajara to $1500 for Madrid.
Students are requked to have
one year of college level Spanish
or the equivalent; however most
courses are taught in English.
"The classes at the two cities
are structured-around a four day
class week so that students will
have a long weekend each week
for traveling," Slavin said ...Approximately 50 students participate in these programs each
year."
The IPS office also coordinates
applications for the Fulbright
and
Marshall
Scholarship
programs. Applications, informational booklets and counselling for these scholarships are
available at IPS.
"We'd like to. see interested
students come to us when they
are freshmen or sophomores so
that. they will be able to plan
their program," Slavin said.
The IPS is authorized by the
U.S. State Department to
represent the University and
coordinate .foreign professors at
UNM and UNM profeiJSors who
want foreign fellowships or
visiting lecturer positions, Slavin
said. There are about 20 foreign
professors who are working at
UNMnow.
The International Visitors
Proarram is operated by .the
Albuquerque Chamber of Comme"rce . in conjunction with IPS
and advises between 1500 and
(Continued on page 9)
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The Buck Passes in the Capital
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~ White House Deplores CIA Leak
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- The White House
blamed congressmen and congressmen blamed the
executive Monday for-leaking House Intelligence
Committee report detailing highly secret and expensive CIA operations.
The report, not scheduled for publication until
next Friday, showed the CIA, FBI, and other
federal intelligence agencies were 'spending as
much as $10 billion a year and w:ere "beyond the
scrutiny" of Congress.
· ·
White House press secretary Ron Nessen told
r.eporters Pres1dent Ford_ considered "the
premature release of a preliminary draft of a committee report is in violation ·of the secl!rity
agreement which the White House thought it bad
with the committee."
·
Nessen said, ''This unauthorized release raises
serious questions on how classified material can be
handled by Congress when national security is in. volved.''
.
• Congressmen.and staff members of the bouse
committee also deplored the leaks and . some
suggested the material might have come from the

a

executive branch in an effort to show that
Congress could not be trusted. with ·classified··
material.
Acting Chairman Rep. Robert Giaimo, D-Contf.,
said, "They could have come from the staff or from
the executive branch.".
The intelligence committee, at work for a year,
reportedly alsQ )earned:
.·
-Nearly one-third of the hundreds of covert
operations by U.S. intelligence over the past 10
years involved secret financial support to foreign
political parties and leaders ..
-The CIA used taxpayers' money to produce
pornographic movies for blackmail purposes.
-The national security agency which monitors
foreign communications and breaks codes illegally
listened tQ telephone conversations of U.S.
citizens. .
-Former Howard Hughes·aide Robert Maheu,
at CIA request, supplied Jordan's King Hussein
and other foreign leaders with female companions
paid for by federal funds.

Spee~

Reading·
Course To Be
Taught In
Albuquerque· _Area
The New Mexico Reading Lab, of Roswell,
will offer a' 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people in the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to attend only one 2'1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
reading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
For those who would 'like additional information, a series of free, one hour orien-.
tation lectures have been scheduled. At
these free lectures the course will be explained in complete detail, including
dassroem procedures, instruction methods, '
class schedule and a special 1 time only introductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings
for information about the Albuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
·
accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or ·the
course too time consuming... now you can!
Just by attendi~g 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7. to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who ·wants to stay
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, .then this course is an absolute
necessity. These Free one hour m_eetings will
be held at the following times mid places:
Tuesday .January 20 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday .January 21 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday .January 22 at 6:30 pm1
and again at 8:30 pm
Friday .January 23 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
·
Saturday .January 24 at 10:30 am
and again at 1:30 pm
Monday .January 26 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Tuesday .January 27 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings will be held in
room 250-c Student Union Bldg.
University of New Mexico. Please
be on time.
Room. 501 Coors NW.
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop,, Is a must. You ,
can read 7·10 times faster,': comprehend.'/
•
_. 'j
more, concentrate · better, and remember '
longer. Students are offered an additional
discount. This course can be taught to in·
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
ot·ip.ntation that fits in your schedule.

Special Offer,$10.00 Value:
Free HP-21 Appllcations Book

. ~ ..

with the purchase of any HP-2LOffer expires March 15,1976.
( HO~MAN 1 S 1 INC.)

By United Press Intemational

U.S.: Hell No! You Can't Go

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE
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One of our second generation calculators can save you
countless hours and errors en route to your diploma and
on the job thereafter. Each offers problem-solving technology you probably won't find on competitive cak:ulators.

New
low
price.
HP-21 Scientific,
$100.00~
The HP-21 makes short work of the technical calculations even so-called "non-technical". courses require today.
ll performs most arithmetic, log and trig calculations automatically. It's also the only calculator at its price that offers
full display formatting: you can choose between fixed
decimal and scientific ~1otation.
If you need a calculator that docs more than simple
arithmetic, this is it-especially at its new low price.

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO

New
HP-22 Business Management,

No. 81
Box 20, U.l'!iYel'~it:t: J,> .0.,\.tNM .
Albuguerque, N.M. 87131 · ·- ·· ~ · ""'J.'.~~tin America Through Film Is nn intro to Latin
American Society and Politics through films, lee·
Editorial Phone (505) 277turcs, discussions and readings. Top-flight films
Vol. 76

$165.00:

such as Bunuel's will be shown and discussed.
(Most films have subtitles.) The coursct listed as
Pol. Sci. 250, Soc. 250 and Latin Am. Studies 250,
wUI be tcam·laught by Profs. Gilbert Mcrkx. and
Karen Ucmmcr. and will ineet. Tuesdays 2 to 4
p.m. and Thursdays 2 to 3 p.m. There are no
prcrequisUcs for the course.

"I:"hc HP-22 takes the starch out of the. calculations you.
face in business courses today, in management tomorrow.
You can solve most time-value-of-money problems in seconds. You can breeze through business math calculations
(logs, roots, %s, etc.). And, most important, you can use
the HP-22's statistical functions to build existing data into
more reliable forecasts. No other pocket calculator at any
price offers you a comparable combination of llnancial,
math and stat capabilities.

An additional section of Anthro. 102 will be
taught. by Dr. Carolyn Bledsoe, a visiting asst..
prof, from Stanford U. The class will meet from 8
to 9:15p.m. Mon. and Wed. in Anthro. Rm. 170.
Dr. Bledsoe will also teach economic anlhro. Tues.
and Thur. from 3:30 to 4:15p.m. in Zimmerman
Rm.I27G.

New

Juniors & Seniors
are needed for
Practice
Interview Sessions

HP-25 Scientific Programmable,

$195.00~'
Our HP-25 ~locs everything our HP-'21 can do-and
much, much more. It's programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive problems every
science and engineering student faces. With an HP-25, you
enter the keystrokes necessary to solve a repetitive problem
only once. Thereafter, you just. enter the variables and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant answer displayed to 10 digits. You gain time, precision, flexibility.
All three offer you l-IP's efficient RPN logic system that
cuts keYstrokes and scratch pads. All three are easy to use
(e.g., the HP-25. requires no prior programming experience).
And all three are almost certainly on display at your
bookstore.**

The Bell System is pa-ying students $8.00 for
20 minute interviews. You ~ill be participating
in Bell's Recruiter Training Conference ·next
'
week.
Free transportation from UNM to the conference at White Winrock Motel and return is
provided.
.
All majors are welcome. Women and
minorities are especially encouraged to participate.
· To gain the experience of a job interview and·
earn $8.00 too, please contact the
UNM Career Services Center
'
Mesa Vista Hall
today for further details.

HEWLETT'

P~CKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658E, 19310 Pruneridgc Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
•Su~~cstcd r~tail p_rke, ~)(dlidln~ :appltcabl(! state and IDeal t3xcs-C_ontinenta1 U.S.1 Al:aska & Hawaii.
ulf noi, call 800·538·702'2 (in Calif. 800·662~9862) for the name c;f a deafer ne.ar you,
616/0l
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WASHINGTON- A typical American family paid a record
average of $1876 (or farm-grown food in 1975, with 72 jler cent Qf
the $126 increase going to middlemen, the Agriculture D!lpartment reported Monday.
"
.
.
But department economists also offered some good news: food
inflation during the first half of this year is expected to run only
about half the 1975 rate-again, most of the increase due to increasing middleman costs.
The $1876 "market basket" cost is computed on the basis of
what a tbeore~ical average household of 3.2 persons paid for a
variety of farm-produced goods, averaged over the 12 months.
The average in .1974 was $1750.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular W('ek
of the Univ_crsily year and weeki)' during the
suntmCr session by the Board or Student
Public::ations of the University of .New Mexico,
and is not fimlncially associated with UNM.
Second class postisge paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic )'ear.
The opinions expressed or( the editorial·
pages of The Dally Lobo arc those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that. of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Daily Lobo neccssaril)'
repres'ents tile views of the University of New
\texico.
'·
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Food Cost More in 1975

4102, 277-4202

II>

~
_c.:.

9

265-7981

Offer void where prohibited by law regulation, or otherwise. Available only with the purchase of a new HP·21 before March 15 r 1976.

. PHILADELPHIA-A group of Cambodians who want to
return to their native land claimed Monday the U.S. government
was blocking their repatriation efforts.
·
However, a United Nations representative said the United
States has agreed to let the Cambodians leave.
'
.
Sam Quern, 29, sp-okesman for the self-proclaimed "Cambodian
repatriates," told a news conference the U.S. government was
trying "to tell us to live in the United States and wait until such
time as we could aid in the counter-attack of Cambodia."
·
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Benefits Need A Change
Editor:
At present, many · significant
changes are needed in veterans'

of possiblities not yet explored, and
currently denied to veterans.
In brief, there are many changes

bem>~its

that would aid veterans if some of
the current veterans' benefits laws

laws and in the Veterans

Administration.

where he was. Now I returned to

'*

Selective Substitution·
Editor:
In a letter to the editor yesterday, Frank Lerner stated he favored generic
substitution for over-the-counter drugs but opposed substitution for
prescriptions. Mr. Lerner goes on to use an example that was given in a
LOBO story ( 1/19/76) as support for his opposition.
It should be clarified that Mr. Lerner's arguments are-correct, but pertain
to open substitution by pharmicists. The LOBO article was regarding
selective substitution from a list approved and tested by the F.D.A. This is
the safeguard that would prevent incidents such as the one with digoxin.
In addition, the bill introduced by Rep. Pena, a pharmacist himself, allows
for doctors to specify if they prefer a certain brand.
It is confusion between open substitution and selective substitution that
pharmaceutical manufacturers are hoping for.
Michael Benavjdez;

your Office where Linda directed

were reexamined and then im- me to Mr. Norcross who was now
proved.
'in. I e~plained my situation to him. I
George M. Coston told Mr. Norcross that I knew I had
paid the bill because I remembered
receiving a notice in the spring of
1972 that I could not graduate until
all finer; were paid. (I did graduate
and I also received a diploma.) I
asked him why I had not received a
bill in nearly tour years and why I
was not notified of this mysterious
debt when I applied and was acEditor:
I would like to salute Rusty Mit- cepted in non-degree status, or
chell and the UNM gymnastics when I paid my tuition. Mr. Norteam for their fine performance cross's reply was amazingly rude.
(h:':f/:Ei.':'::!:':'':'"·<:':''.....:::: .. ::·. . ';'::,.,,:·::<:'}'.'''·'·':,•••·{';? 'against SIU. I'm glad we have a He implied that I was.lying, that I
team to support that both looks had probably never paid the bill and
that if I did not receive a bill it was
and acts like a winner.
Douglas D. Zinn because I had moved. I replied that
I had directed the post office to forward my mail and had received
such forwarded mail.

For example, certain changes in
the existing laws could enable
thousands of veterans to pursue
alternative learning experiences of
all kinds, not necessarily related to
working towards a degree. Perhaps
this could include such things as
carrying out a self-designed learning project, starting an experimental livin'g-learning community, or pursuing an apprenticeship in crafts. These are
but a few examples of the number

I . realize that the sixteenth was
.In closing, I will not be attending
probably the most hectic day of the UNM this semester as I was
year at UNM. However, as a gover- precluded from registering for the
nment employee myself, who deals course I wished to enroll in. I shall
with the public on a day-to-day come to .the Cashier's. Office for a ·
basis, I know that if I were to speak refund of my tuition and if I have to
to a citizen who came into my of- I will once again pay the library
fice the way Mr. Norcross spoke to debt so that this problem can be
me, somebody would l!:it me. have avoided in the future. I promise you
it.
that I will never again throw away a
After all this I went to your Office •cancelled check or receipt from the
and spoke again to. Linda who University. I shall have them bronsuggested that I late register. She zed for eternity.
told me that she would. look into
Mary Hoffman
the matter which she has, and most
courteously.
• P.S. Judging from the inFinally, about 11:00, same mor- transigence of Mr. Norcross's atning, I went to see the instructor of titude I suggest that someone
the course I was planning to · speak to him. he gives all the sympregister for. She informed me that toms, it seems, of rigor mortis efthe class had been closed at 10:00. fected
by
extreme
At this point I bugged out. .
·
bureaucratization.

Winning
Gymnastics

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy

'Harvard Of The West'
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Editorial

Board

Unsfgned editorials represent a
majority opinlol\ of tho Dally Lobo

Staff. All other columns, catt()ons
and letters represMt .the opinion
of the author and do not Mcessarily
reflect the views Of the staff.
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Technics
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bvPanasonlc

$J56 66 r~~~
SALE

Winrock Center Phone 294-2411 ext 246
Hour's lVI on- Fri: 10 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m ...... 7 p.m. Sun 12 Noon- 5 p.m.

Reg $179.95

. ·~ KEN\1\/00D
Technics by Panasonic
RS-263US

Limited
Quantities
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Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby System.
Cr02-Normal tape selector. Auto-Stop.
Memory rewind. Input-output slide controls. Headphone jack. Tape counter.
Walnut wood cabinet.

by Garry Trudeau

DOQNESBURY
Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the Editor
should be no longer than 250
words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the Editor, in person.
If a letter is frotn a group,
please include a name,
·telephone number and address of a group member.

0

.

Editor:
.
We read with great interest Regent Simms modest proposal to drop the
lowest third of the students ·from the University. Mr. Simms' plan is not
only brilliant, but courageous in light of its immediate impact on the starting five of the basketball team and the possible early retirement,
presumably to Galles on Central, of the Chaparrals. While it would go a
long way towards improving the University, we feel it should be taken fur.
ther.
First we propose that all persons with a grade point average of less than
3.2 should.be dropped. Second, any professor with less than a Ph.D. not
be allowed at the University. Third, no upgrading program could be complete without the elimination of all students and faculty from Texas. This in
view of the fact that they comprise the lower third of humanity.
In addition, we advocate these administrative changes: dispense with
the political science department and .cover the Robert B. Gibson School of
Business with ivy. These improvements will go a long way towards making
UNM the "Harvard of the West."
J.im Counts and Eric Baca

z

·-

Open· Letter To The UNM Comptroller
Dear Mr. Lee:
I would like to relate to you a
recent experience of mine at UNM.
I would hope that it is not the type
of thing that befalls the average
student, however from stories I
have heard it is nothing out of the
ordinary.
On Friday, January 16, after an
hour's wait in line at registration, I
was told that I could not register
because of an unpaid library .fine
from.1972. I was told to go to Fine
Arts and Zimmerman libraries to
check on it. The library staffs informed me that they could not help
me and that I should go to the
Cashier's Office. At that Office I
spoke to Cindy who said that this
had happened before and that the
records would have to be ·searched
which would take several hours. I
then asked to speak to her supervisor who she identified as Mr. Norcross. Cindy said that Mr. Norcross
was at Johns·on gym and that I
could have him paged there. Cindy.
was most helpful.
At this point I called my office
and told them that I probably would
not be in until after lunch. I
arranged for another employee
there to take over for me.
Back at Johnson gym again, I
was told by a helpful work-study
student that Mr. Norcross would be
at the' Penalty Cashier. On arriving
there I was to.ld they had no idea

Q)
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KENWOOD KR•74DD
AM/FM·STEREO RECEIVER

63 Watts Per Channel, Minimum RMS at B.ohms,
20-20k Hz with no more than 0.3% Total Harmonic Distortion

Reg $519.95
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LA MOVIDA LATINA is the expression of the
Spanish speaking people ...their music, literature,
history and ideas. Monday night at nine.
THE HOME OF HAPPY FEET is the roots of
American music. Hear folk, bluegrass and country-western music on Tuesdays at nine.
HOME COOKIN' is the blues, in all its shades
and all its tones. Every other Wednesday at nine.
SOUL returns to KUNM aboard the SOUL EXPRESS. Every other Wednesday evening, starting
February 4th, the whistle blows and the Soul Express leaves the station at nine p.m.
THE LIGHT THAT JAZZ LIT presents fiery
sounds of untamed music flowing into your ears.
Thursdays at nine.
HOT LIX is cruisin' for burgers. We eyen have a
request line, chrome plated of course. Saturday
nights. at five ... SHARP!
SOMETHING CLASSIC is music from dead
composers. Relaxing at ten a.m. on Sundays.
~

THE SINGING ·WIRE is the music of Native
Americans. Traditional and contemporary, Sunday at 5:3~p.m.

,,
WOMANTIME is dedicated to all the women of
the world. Hear the World from the women's
poin't of view, Sundays at eight p.m.

THE ROCK Get a piece of the rock as it flies out
of the airwaves and right into your ears ... every
Friday night at nine. Solid.
NEWS: Mike Kroth, Joseph Monahan. Lewis
Moore, John Pray, Buck Rawlings. the Reverend
Herbert Stencil, Jonathar1 Ward and Oliver
Wrath.
KUNM NEWS is at nine a.m., one p.m. and five
p.m.
UPI NEWS is at one, seven, nine and eleven ante meridiem, and at one, five, and nine post
meridiem.
KUNM PERSONALS: We announce rides offered only, lost pets and found pets in the
Albuquerque area. You can hear KUNM personals at 9:30 a.m. and at 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
The following albums were chosen by KUNM
DJ's as some of the best of 1975:
Keith Jarrett·-The Koln Concert
Patti Smith- Horses
Robert Palmer- Sneak in Sally Thru The Alley
McCoy Tyner-- Trident
Joni Mitchell~ The Hissing 0' Summer lawns
Jade Warrior- Waves
The Chieftains-- The Chieftains 5
Willie Nelson- Red-Headed Stranger
Dead..,. Blues For Allah
Gil Scott Heron/ Brian Jackson - From S. Africa to S. Carolina
Blake/Taylor/Cements et al-

ON THE COVER: This is not our tower, but our
signal will come in just as strong as1 if it Wlilre.
Keep your ears open. When the signal becomes
crystal clear, and doesn't broadcast the sound of
your car's engine, then you'll know we made the
grade.

COVER PHOTO: Sandia Tower by Van Hooker

IF YOU WOULD LIKE to correspond with us, or
if you would like to have ZOUNDS mailed to your
home, drop. us a line. We welcome your comments (25words or less) and our address is:
KUNM FM-90.1
.· New Mexico Union Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

10:00 Mozart-"The Inipressario"--a comic opera in
one act.
.
10:25 Dances for the leap year:
Weber-"Invitation to the Dance"
German Dances of Haydn, Beethoven and Mozart
!}ranados-Spanish Dances
Brahms-Hungarian Dances
Dance Musil! of the Rococo

10:01 J.S. Bach- Triple Concerto for violin, flute and
harpsichord in A minor
10:25 Mozart-String Quintet in E Flat Major
10:49 Grieg-Sonata in A minor Op. 36 for cello and
piano
·11:19 Fal_la- Nights in the Gardens of Spain
11:42 Poulene-Sonata for violin and piano
12:01 Orff-De Temporum Fine Comoedia. A play about
the end of time (uncut).
1:03 Bartok-For Children (Selections from Book II)
1:30 Debussy-String Quartet in G minor Op.10
1:54 Beethoven-Concerto for piano and orchestra No.3
in C minor Op. 37
·
2:31 H.L. Clarke-From the shore of the mighty Pacific
3:00 Selections from the music of Catalonia Narciso
Yepes-guitar.
3:30 Requests

THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT is jazz. You
don't have to read Downbeat to appreciate jazz.
Sunday night at nine.

February 29

February 8

to the sounds of the Hudson (uncut).
2:41 Hindemith-Sonata for two pianos

KUNM SPECIALTV SHOWS

10:26 Mendelssohn-String Quartet No.2
10:55 Purcell-Trumpet Sonata in D
11:00 Handel-Trumpet Concerto in G minor
11:10 Chopin-Five Mazurkas; Ballade in G minor
11:30 Brahms-String Quartet No.1
12:00 Brahms-- Symphony No.4
12:40 Clal'a Schumann-Piano Trio in G minor
1:15 Vivaldi- Violin Concerto in A minor
1:24 Corelli-Concerto Grosso No.3
1:44 Haydn-Harpsichord Concerto in D
2:12 Prokofiev-Symphony No.4
2:50Milhaud-"Saudades do Brasil"
3:20 Beethoven-"Egmont" Overture
3:30 Requests .

10:00 Glinka-Trio Pathetique
10:15 Bizet-L'Arlesienne Suite No.2
10:30 Soler-Concerto No.6 for two organs
t0:40 Clementi-Piano Sonata Op. 33 No. 3;.Piano Concerto inC
11:10 Mozart-Horn Concerto No .. 4
11:25 Strauss-Horn Concerto No.2
11:40 Verdi-String Quartet (arranged for string or·
chestra)
.
12:00 Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra Concert:
Mahler, deFalla (recorded in early January)
1:30 Early English Music:
Anonymous-"Estampie," Samson dux fortissimae,.
TeDeum
··
T. Tallis-Lamentations of Jeremiah the Prophet
Anonymous-Two motets from "The Worcester
Fragments"
2:15 ViJla:Lobos-Trio for Oboe, Clarinet and Bassoon
2:35 Smetana-Overture to "The Bartered Bride"
2:45 Tchaikovsky-Symphony No.6
3:30 Requests

February 15
10:00 Dam pierre-Court & Hunting Fanfares
Corrette-Concerto Coniq-ue in D
Grety-Concerto for flute and two horns inC
10:30 Reger-Serenade for flute, violin and viola in G
10:50 Milhaud-"La Creation du Monde"
11:05 Bartok-Rhapsody No.1 for violin and orchestra
11:15 Schubert-Trio No.1
11:50 Bruckner-Symphony No.9 ·

11:30 From the Queen Elizabeth Piano Competition of
Stravinsky-Three movements from "Petrouchka"
Schumann-Ahegg variations
Ravel-Alborade del Gracioso
12:06 Bach-Orchestral Suite No.2
12:36 Vaughan-Williams-Eight songs of A.E. Housman
for voice and violin .
12:50 Radio Nederland presentation:
"The Baroque in Holland"
1:18 Nielren-Symphony No.5
1:50 Tchaikovsky-from "Vespers and Solemn Matins"
2:08 Machault-"La Merse de Nostre Dame"
2:30 Busoni-Piano Concerto
3:30 Requests

February 22
10:00 Handel-Prelude for flute; Sonata for flute in F
10:07 Anonymous-Three pieces for recorder
10:10 Monteverdi-Five Madrigals

Spri.ng ·Poetry Series
.

KUNM, in cooperation with
the Bugger City Poverty Players
and the UNM English Dept., is
presenting a series on modern
poetry. These programs are
scheduled for the last Thursday
of eveery· month at 8:00 p.m.
These shows are made possible
by a grant from the Living Batch
Bookstore. Th!l schedule for
Spring 1976 is as follows:
Jan. 29 Edward Dorn's. Gunslinger: A dramatic reading of
this wild, violent, ~raw ling epic
poem about the old west (among
other things), set in New Mexico.
Robert Duncan described Gun·
slinger as "one of the poems of
the era, of the one we are. going
into, or the era that Gunslinger
begins to create for us." A piece
of stoned metaphysics,, Gun·
slinger is to contemporary
poeti'y what El Topo is ~o the
cinema.
Feb. 26 Frank O'Hara: Of the
generation born in the nineteentwenties an.d thirties, Frank

1975:

t::t?so Music of "The Russian Fiv.e":
Bahikirev-"Islamey"
Borodin-"On the Steppes of Central Asia"
Mussorgsky-"Songs and Dances of Death"
Cui-"Orientale''
Rimsky-Korsakov-"Coq d'Or" Suite
1:50 Saint-Saens-Piano Concerto No.2
2:10Wolf-Italian Serenade
2:20 Mahler-Symphony No.6
3:30 Requests
-

O'Hara has become one of the
seminal influences on the
generation that came of age in
the sixties. His poems present
flat, prosaic, commonplace events, thoughts, gossip, locations
and cliches without refinement,
hut with a wit and humor almost
unma t che d by his contemporaries.
·
March 25 The Walt Whitman
Memorial Fertilizer Company:
an anthology of- the great
tradition of American Poetry. In·
eluded are large selections from
Whitman and poems on similar
themes by modern poets whose
roots go back to . Whitman:
Pound, Williams, Ferlinghetti,
Ginsberg and otlters.
.
· April 29 W.H. Auden's.For the
Time Being: a dramatic oratorio
celebrating the Nativity. The
characters
retain
their
traditional names and functions,
but they are also contemporary
men confronting the problem of
belief in the context of their con-

Review

.

dition in a technological world.
Thus Simeon becomes a symbol
of the contemporary Christian
existentialist and Herod an ironic
portrait of a modern utopian intellectual. Auden, needless to
say, isthe greatest native British
poet of the twentieth century.
May 27 e. e. cummings: one of
the truly revolutionary poets of
the twentieth cl;lntury. A roman. tic iconoclast, he became known
~o; the sy~tactic ~nd lingui!tie
JdiOsyncracJes of h1s poems. i'he
program will include selections
from his poems, pla~s and !eotures as well as a btographtcal
portrait oft he poet.
.June 24 William Carlos
Williams: possibly the greatest
influence to emerge front the
generation that includf'd Pound,
Eliot, Stevens, cummings. and
Frost. Unique in his closeness to
the center. of American life, he
wanted to find a style that would
• reflect the rhythm o£ the
American speech and life style.

ho
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Patty Smith .

By Judy McNutt
A new and incredible talent has given rise to an equally incredible controversy. ·Patti Smith's album "Horses" has
created a stir in the tradition of Frank Zappa, Charlie Parker or
even Sibelius. Patti's lyrics take listening to-that takes time;
a thing I'm sure people (especially music directors at radio
stations} have little of. Smith is a poet, and sometimes poetry
takes a little digging~whoever said Blake, Rimbaud or Plath
were easy to understand? "Horses" is seething with internal
voyages, drowning, sex, possibilities, UI=Os, Jimi Hendrix,
Jim Morrison, death, The Tower of Babel, loneliness and
adolescence. It may take one or two listenings, but Patti
Smith has something honest, defiant and NEW to of~er.
Don't settle for the few "playable" cuts the radio stations
have on their playlists and think you've heard Patti Smith.
The essence of ""Horses" lies in the high strung youthful
defiance and refreshing decadence seldom heard in the Top

40.
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Movida Latina presents Conozcamos al Mundo
Hispano, a series of programs to be broadcast
beginning in February and to continue through
July. The programs deal with many aspects of
Latin91ife: music, literature, history, ideas and the
social world, and will be shared with other noncommercial stations in New Mexico, Arizona,
Southern Colorado and Texas.
This month's programs are as follows:
February 2nd: Excerpts from the Southwest
Poetry Confer~<nce: Recorded poetry readings
from the Albuquerque session of the Conference
(summer, 1975) feature Ricardo Sanchez and
Abelardo Delgado. Most of their poems are mixed
Spanish and English. Moving performances by
these two well known writers, (approx 58 minutes)
Febrl,lary 9th: Conversations wjth a Poet:
Margarita Dalton, Mexican author, r(/ads her
poetry (in Spanish) and talks of her life experiences (in English) during this half-hour
program. Her views in the sex stereotyping
inherent in the Spanish language and the women's
movement in Latin America are especially intriguing. (approx, 30 minutes)
February 16: Latino Poetry in Perspective: Two
Latino poets, Fernando Penaloza from Bolivia and
Jaime Chavez from New Mexico, present their
poetry and discuss the development of Latino
culture, how the cultul'es of South America and the
Southwestern U.S. are similar, and what the
future holds for humanity, (approx. 25·minutes)
February 23: Muralist traditions of Mexico and its
impact on the Southwest: Mexican muralist art is

Pl.iblic Affairs

DARCO • LA BELLA • ARANJUEZ
ST. DAVID • D'AQUISTO • SAVAREZ
CONCERTISTE • AUGUSTINE
MAPES • NASHVILLE STRAIGHTS
ERNIE BALL • ROTO SOUND
GHS • SUPER·SENSITIVE
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When it comes to selecting high fidelity equipment, different people
are influenced by different considerations. Yet many audiop~iles Who'
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that price is not the only indicator of excellence. But that t>quipment
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having a profound impact on art of the Southwest.
Examples can be seen in the barrios, and have led
to controversy because of the historlca'J anil
political implications surrounding this media.
Discussion, examples and interviews will be conducted so as to expose the de,velopments of
muralist art. (approx. 30 minutes)
Movida Latina is aired every Monday night from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. All programs will be aired at 10:00
p.m. during the show.

REGULAR PRICE ON ALL
MUSICl'L INSTRUMENT
STRINGS IN STOCK

JUST ASTOUNDING !

GHS

. '-rhe ehairman of the sociology department at UNM said the major
result of a new doctorate program-the only one of its kind in the
state-will be increased employment opportunities for graduat-es.
Dr. Pedro David said academic training will.not be neglected, but a
strong emphasis will be placed on the applied or policy related areas
of sociology.
He said the program, which will accept its first candidates in the
fall of 1977, will offer two major areas of specialization: sociology of
deviance and the sociology of Latin America and topics of comparative sociology, social change and development.
The sociology of deviance · will concern legal institutions,
criminology, juvenile aelinquency, social control, corrections and
. ·
penology. ·
... A. report published by the American. Sociological Assn. shows that
the current labor market for those with doctorates is exc~llent in
areas of applied s9ciol(lgy because the market has not suffered from
the glut of advanced degrees found in other social sciences.
David said the increased number of doctorates could make valuable
ASUNM Attorney General.
contributions
into such areas as administrative policy training and
Brian Sanderoff has issued a call
for volunteers to serve on the development, criminal justice, government and many other areas.
He also said trained sociologists are needed at the U.S. State
Constitutional Convention Committee. Code named ConCon II, . Department, the Organization of American States, t·he Pan-American
the project will require only one Union and other inter-American agencies dealing with the economic
day of work on the weekend from and social problems of Latin America.
Melvin· Defleur, the author of that report is currently at
prospective recruits.
"People applying for the Con- Washington State University, but has been hired by UNM and will
Con shoutdn't worry .if they have join the UNM sociology faculty in the fall of 1977. David said the
had no experience with the acquisition of Defleur will strengtlien the UNM program conASUNM Constitution or student siderably ..
Calling the doctorate program a "very significant step in the life of
gover·nment," sllid Sa.nderoff.
''On the contrary, we are ex- OU!' department," David said much of the credit for the program's suctremely in teres ted in getting cessful presentation to the Board of Educational Finance and the substudents who haven't par- sequent approval was due to the efforts of UNM President William
ticipated in student government Davis and Vice President for Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead.
'''This program wiU open tip the possibility for service to the people
before into the Con Con."
Although the major work on and students of New Mexico. li will be the only Ph.D. program in
the new ASUNM Constitution sociology in the state," David said.
Graduates of the program will be qualified in areas such as adwas done last summer, a few
ministration,
evaluation and reform of criminal justice systems in the
loose ends remain to be tied up.
areas
of
prevention,
detention, the courts, prosecution and correcNext weekend's installment of
the ConCon will meet to consider tions, positions with state agencies an_d federal programs concerned
with planning and evaluating the development of the Southwest and
election procedures.
"We will ·only be considering teaching at universities and colleges.

ConCon 11Volunteers

TUESDAY, FEB. 3-The 1975 San Diego Folk Festival. Unlike past
years, the '75 Festival prese'nted performers with an extremely wide
.rl\nge of styles: bluegrass, Irish, Kentucky, Al'izona; North Carolina,
Mexico, Texas and just plain folk. This Pacifica Program was recorded in April at the University of California at San Diego.
. THURSDAY-, FEB. 5- UPI ROUNDTABLE
MONDAY, FEB. 9- Baba Ram Dass at UNM. The spiritual tea~her
was recently at UNM, his wisdom passed on to you at 7 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEB.10-1975 SAN DIEGO FOLK FESTIVAL, PART
THURSDAY, FEB. 12- DEATH WITH DIGNITY is a panel
discussion on the realities of death and grieving. The panel includes a
·geriatrics counselor, a psychologist; a radiotherapist, a preacher and
a director O·f a funeral home. (PACIFICA)
MONDAY, FEB. 16- An interview with Ruairi 0 Bradaigh. He's
president of the Provisional Sinn Fein, the political party of the Irish
l!.epublican Army (IRA). 0 Bradaigh is interviewed by phone from
Ireland by journalists Colin Edwards and Sean O'Hare.
TUESDAY, FEB. 17-1975 SAN DIEGO FOLK FESTIVAL, PART
III
THURSDAY, FEB· 19- ENERGY COLONY IN THE SOUTHWEST
is all about New Mexico. This Pacifica Program explores the plight of
the Navajos due to strip mining. It is also a portrait of a state exploited for its resources.
.
MONDAY, FEB. 3- Why your child is hyperactive. It's not always
natural causes as explained by Dr. Ben Feingold, Author of a book on
the subject. Artificial flavors and colors that your children ingest, are
not essential to food quality and Feingold says these additives may
cause hyperactivity.
TUESDAY, FEB. 24-1975 SAN DIEGO FOLK FESTIVAL, PART
IV
THURSDAY, FEB. 26- POETRY SERIES no. 2

. .Ph'O .Pro~ ram .

/

ono_subject at this meeting," said
Sanderoff, "so the time invested

The speakers program of the
Student Activities will host a
speech by wrestling coach Ron
Jacobsen today, noon to 1 p.m. in
the Student Union Building
(SUB) Theatre.
His speech is titled "The
Misunderstood.Athlete" and will
cover the UNM wrestling
program in general and how
women's athletics funds have affected the men's wrestling
program.
"The goal of these noon hour
talks is to increase the .in·
tellectual growth of UNM's
academic community,'' said Ron
Brandes, a UNM student and
coordinator of the Tuesday

... Se.rvices
(Continued Crom page-1)

1800 foreign
visitors
to
Albuquerque each year.
"One of our professional staff
workers is also an employee of
the Chamber of Commerce and
works in this program," Slavin
said. "Our offiee is kept involved
and working in this program."
Other services to the Univer'sity community include the
publishing of a· directory of
faculty and staff at UNM with international exnel:ielnce
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speakers program.
"It's a way for students to find
out what kind of professors are
floating around here," he said.
All the speeches are free and
most w.ill be held in the SUB
Theatre which is in the southeast
corner of SUB basement. Entrance is on the first floor.
The Feb. 3 speech will be' an instr-uctor from the Women
Studies Program.

Policy lor L.ip Sorvlcc--Nolico5 run t."·.··.Y
bt:~foro llnd the day or the_cvent, space avnilahlc.
Notices are not accepted by phon!). Organi:z;u.tjons
may pick up forms t.o mail in to the J,QBO, •·
Deadline for notices is 4:30 p.m. the d~y ~efor(l.
public:ation. The LOBO rcscrves.thc right to edit
notices and delete those considered inappropriate
!or this column.
A new section of Phot()graphy

r has been add ad!

Art Studio 287.007, Tues, and rrhurs. 9:30·12:15 in
Sara Reynolds Hall. Rod Lazorik, instructor, Qb.
tain cards at til!!' registration center.

. ' '"d

~·~t;t·~estion/answor ses91on With Samu~l Sandhill,···.

· no_te~·Jewish scholar, W~dnes~ay, Jan, 28,3 p.m.
thmt floor lounge of Ortcgl\ Hall, All Studenb and
faculty invited to attend,
ASUNM Senate me~ts Wednesday, 7 p.m., In~
ternat'l. Ctr,, 1808 L&s Lorna!! N .E. Open to 1,1!1
students-laugh-$ g&lorc,
Free, patrolled, bike parking lot bChind Carlisle
Gym. Lot i$ guarded .8 a.m. t.a 5 p.m. Mondays
thro~h Fridays,
The ASUNM CrafL!:I Shop has facilities for
jewelry work, ccramic:J, eandlc making,
photography, sin~ screening, and other arts and
crafts. Available to aU students. It's _in the SUB
basement nex;t to the Games Area, op~n 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monda,Y through Thurndny, 9 a.m. to 6 p.ffi.
Friday and noon to 5 p.m. Snturday~

There w-ill ~e n. meeting 11f the ~tudent. Pub.
Board, Tues. Jan. 27 at 4~30 p.m. fn Marnm Hall
Rm.104,

Senator Benavidez' offiee hours arc T~es, and
Thurs. 1 to a p.m., 1059 Mesa Viiita~North. Phone
277-4150,

Fre~ talk, 11 Th,e Misunderstood Sport" by Ron
Jacobsen •n the SUB Theatre, noOn to 1 _p.m.

today.
The UNM Mountain Club is having a me.eting
today, 7:30 p,m. rm 129, SUB. Slide show and
discussion of upcoming trips,
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Free
Video Tape Showings
January 28,30

Gene.Autry

ASUNM Senate steering committee meeting,
Wednesday, Jan. 28,6 p.m. nn 231 A, SUB.

No.~

I

SUB Ballrooms Lobby
10 a.m.- 3 p.m.

ON STAGE
Feb. 16, 1976 8:30P.M.
Civic Auditorium
Tickets Available At:
SRO, General Store, 'Gold Street, Reldllngs,
21st Century Sound (Eubank} Pimentel Guitars (1st Plaza)
Kalso Earth Shoes (Coronado center)

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present
The Fabulous

Dance Company
•·--Wed., January 28-8:15 p.m.

Entertainment 7 Nites
4418 Central SE

:::;:

ASA Gallery i$ accepting npplieaUI)ns for rwx:t
year's director, Interested students should )ea','C
their name .in the go.llcry.

G
H
T

69c
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Pilobolus

Tequila
Shots

·•
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~
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POPEJOY HALL
'"',

z

The GSA offices will .be open for the, Spring
semester on Mon.·Thurs., 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
1 Will
be closed on Fridays. Bill Tryon, GSA
president, will keep office hours Mon.·Thurs., 9 to
lOa.m.,nnd by appointment.
·

The'Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

.·~~.·;

(!>

~

.....

The Moving Spirit Singers will perCorm the
musical, ''Alleluia, A Praise Gathering for
Believers" Wednesday, Jan. 2B, 7:30 p.m. 1
Aquinas Newman Ct.r. Everyone welcome: ad~
mission free.

UNMDemocrats meet, Wednesday, Jan, 28, rm
231C, SUB. Everyone welcome.
ASUNM Vice Pres. Damon Tobias' oCfice hours
are MWF 1:30 to 4 p.m. and TTh 24 p.m., rm 242,
SUB. 277·5528,

""

OQ

Attention Graduating Seniors! Find out how
you can get a Cree uncirculated silver dollar, Con·
tact. Career Services Center, 2nd floor, Mesa
ViBta·South.

I·

AllNite

•
- - - - - - - - - - • 401 Romero NW I Old Albuquerque, NM 87104/ Phone 505 • 247 •1416

~peak

Wrestling Coach to

by participants should be fairly·
small."
Sanderoff urged all interested
persons to apply for the ConCon
spots either today or tomorrow
at the ASUNM office upstairs in
the SUB. The deadline for application is 4 p.m. Wednesday.
Those who desire further information should contact Sue
Pickett at 277-5528.

GUAGED STRINGS

2

~ ~~~~~e'

Offered by SOCIOlogy'

:..

On Wednesday nights in February KUNM Public Affairs will
·broadcast four programs from the New York Public Interest Research Group. The topics will center on consumer issues, similar to the pet
projects of Ralph Nader. An inter.esting series on a movement gaining
popularity on college campuses throughout the nation.
MONDAy, FEB, 2- From King George to ITT. The American
·revqlution should not only be celebrated but continued says Jeremy
Rifkin of the Peoples Bicentennial Commission. This 56 minutes is
spent with Rifkin and his perspective on America's bicentennial. A
poll conducted by the commission on attitudes Americans hold in 1976
is another highlight.·
,

VINCI•QUARJUS • GIBSON
D'MERLE • DEAN MA!fKLEY
D'ADDARIO • VEGA • GUILD
.OVATION • FENDER • MARTIN

1:

t" ...... _..."' ., ................."'.. '"i\J'~;;

'· n;ll·f.'rfllt-t •. :

•

Tickets$7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.oq, 4.00
UNM Students -1/_2 Price·

Mareel Mareeau
Tuesday, February 3-8:15 p.n1.
Tickets: 38.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
UNM Stttdcnts 1/2-Pricc

Tel. 277-3121
Free Lecture· • J)etuo Pilobobts
Kodey Theater
Tuesday,January 27 • 3:30p.m.

.
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Aspects

Lobo
Review
of

>. "Rubycon"

idea ever, although the sounds space music. If so, the thing is
:;; Tangerine Dream
are
performed and transmitted done MUCH better by Pink,
::l
Virgin/ER 18116
to vinyl as well as could possibly Floyd and Hawkwind, and both ·
* * •
be expected. This music is for . bands have a sense of humor that
~
By Steve Lewis.
Moody Blues fans that want to go is very much in absence here.
0
.g When a person speaks of bad spacey.
This album could almost be
...:< music, there is a tendency to
Exactly what the music in the used as proof that the Germans
>. .reduce the commentary to a album deals with is rather hard are a totally humorless people.
~ series of glib !Statements,.and in to say. The cover photographs Rubycon is the work of a comA the .case of Tangerine Dream's appear to be splashes of milk .puter trying to write a tone poem
8 Rubycon there is no reason not to taken from behind a series of about puffs of wool, and that com......
:><:
indulge these whims, In con- blue filters and lend a nice other- puter is named Edgar Froese. In
Q)
~ ception, it beats out Lou Reed's
worldly aspect to the affair, so Europe Froese is held by some to
!;:: Metal Machine Music as worst
perhaps this is supposed to be be a genius, a..nd that shows
positively that Americans don't
~ridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBriageBridgeBridgeBridge have
to feel inferior in class to
Ot:l)
.
(U
Europeans.
M
~
t:l)
Exactly what is it that makes
~ ~ Win a
Scholarship
this album so awful? It probably
P-<
~
For Details
~ is the extremely slow pace at
~
t:n which the whole affair is taken.
~ Instead of building tension in
rising passages the piece
~
~ long,
becomes boring. Electronic'stuff
be fun when it's thrown at
~
~ can
you
in
great heaps, sort of brain
~
bank
overkill,
but no one but
~
A Series of 6 Duplicate
~
(U
~
Pete Townshend seems to know
~
Bridge Tournaments
~ how to integrate it as a solid
element of the music, To build an
~
.
album around thick washes of
~ridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBri ...... ~.....
mellotron without focals (or even

=

z

:g

$200.00

·-

-=··

"

Meeting Tuesday, Jan. 27
7 p.m. in SUB 231E .

·-

~

~e\)l

.OK
.
"'Of Inexpensive Libations and
Efficacious Entertainment''

·2oc
DRAF-T

....

6-7

And Then
Get With The Sounds Of

HAYWIRE
Living at the
College Inn is
Like Getting
Away From It All.

'

..:JI.f'-t.l,._.,_,,::l.,~'"fo•,l-"1''"'11,''\.'4'l\'I.I,..J;,.I,.·~·.L ..
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Poetr,y Series

Records
with focals) is fol_ly.
The heavy-on-the-synthesizer
The album starts out slowly, stuff can be all right when the
with a sort of electronic riff people involved don't take themblanketed by layers of mood · selves too seriously. If any
gorp., and this continues for the classical music is to come out of
rest of the album, with a our music it will be music that is
programmed rhythm fading out based on the strengths of popular
one speaker, and a .new riff music, and not a shallow rip Off
coming in the other speaker. All by Edgar Froese & Co. Led Zep·
this is covered with layers and pelin's rock and roll comes much
layers of musical foam rubber. · closer to the dream of immortal
Interest is generated towards music (though it is certainly not
the end o;Jf the first side when a immortal) than does Rubycon.
real human voice shows up for
While this is boring, it would
the first and only time. Un- make good background music for
fortunately the voice only says the electric 'set, and the record
"Ahhhhhhhhh", but on this sounds a lot better played at 45
album it's like
the Moon.
rp~. Gurgle-gleep.

Today at 3:30 in the
Humanities Bldg. Theater, Room
108, the ASUNM-GSA Poetry
Series will present Jane
Creighton, reading her poetry.
With the number of little
poetry magazines multiplying
faster than anyone can read, it is
a rarity to find a magazine like
Creighton's getting great response from people on both coasts.
Sailing the Road Clear is a
publication that gets slicker all
the time wbile retaining its initial
purpose-that of blending new
poetic.voices with more
established ones.

"

.. · •·' .~
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'Honging Dance' Open~
"I had to have an architect, a man, vouch for my plans for this dance
before it could be approved for the theatre. It's these types of
frustrations that caused me to design 'The Hanging Dance' in the first
place," says Gerrie Glover.
The Southwest premiere of "The Hanging Dance" runs Jan. 27-31,
at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theatre in the Fine Arts Center at the UNM.
Imr.oJving seven dancers, the three-part. performance hopes to
reflect problems facing women. "So many experiences choke and
frustrate me," Glover adds. "I'm a mother of two, a wife of a
neurosurgeon, a dancer and an artist, and juggling these roles takes a
lot of flying around and I'm often caught in spaces."
Tickets are $3 for general admission, $2.50 for UNM faculty and
staff and $1.50 for "students and senior citizens. They are available. at
the Fine Arts Box Office.

.__.iillili...._..

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Claildren's Theatet•

·
Presents
The All-Time Favorite.Fantasy

Aliee In Wonderland
Tickets- In Advance 81.25
At The Door 81.50
Groups 10 or more advance 81.00 each

303 Ash NE

.•. .
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Tracksters Stu·n Air Force Falcons, 76-64
In the field events Robert Nan- dl!O!s in 6.8 seconds. Charles · for some members to work-out
ce was first in the long jump, Dramiga in his first race for over the break because of
,Mikael Bernhardt won the triple UNM finished second in the 600- weather conditions where they
...
jump and Mark Henderson was · yard run, but set a .new school lived.
Oramigl! is from Uganda.
first in the pole vault.
record of 1:09.4. This is the third
Hackett heard about him from a
Running events were won by best time in the world this y.ear.
Jay Miller in the 1000-yard run,
Hackett said Air Force was missionary there. Charles had a
choice of colleges but decided to
Jose LaPorte in the 60-yard dash
come to UNM because of the
Daily Lobo
'
and Tom Snowdon in the 880·
yard run.
weather and the people. A'botlt
the upcoming season he said,
UNM coach Hugh Hackett
"Everybody is real confident and
thought the team, "All did quite
"
every body 's got the spl"I't
u
•
well fqr the first meet. We came
strong
in
the
hurdles
and
sprints
through pretty well."
LaPorte, who runs the 60, said
Several new school records but, "We met their strength with the team has been working hard
were set in the meet. Solomon our strength and did a little bet- to prepare for the season. LaPorte said the team has, "a lot of
ran the 300-yard dash in 30.7 and ter."
New
Mexico
is
.now
1·0
and
Air
material to compete in any track
Gates ran the 60-yard low burForce is 2-1 for the season.
meet."
The indoor track season is just
Solomon is looking forward to
starting and Hackett said he can- the indoor season but said he
not yet predict how his squad will prefers outdoor track.
do beyond saying that it will be
About 14 UNM track team
hard to beat Texas-El Paso and members will be competing in
. Brigham Young in the Western the Albuquerque Jaycee in-.
Athletic Conference.
yitatio.nal track meet in Tingley
Last year UNM finished third Coliseum on January 31. The firBy JoLopez
Frank Gilpin, the Lobo grappler with the best record of the season, in the WAC indoor track cham- st home indoor' meet will be on
had to default and walk away with a fourth place, in action at the· pionships. Returning are .18 let- ·February 7, when the Lobos host
Mountain Intercollegiate Wrestling Association tournament over the tet·men from last year. In the
rookie contingent Henderson will
weekend.
Gilpin hurt his shoulder. which causeil a numbness in his left arm, be competing in tile pole vault,
said Ron Jacobsen, UNM coach. "It was hurting him pretty bad, so we Dramiga will run the 600, and
decided to take him out." Gilpin was competing in the 134-weight David Muelker in the high jump.
The team only lost four letdivision.
·
·Another Lobo, Tom McLain, took a third place in the 150 weight termen from last year's team.
division, the highest place and only other place obtained by the Lobo • UNM will have at least "one
good guy in each event," said
competitors in the two-day competition.
As a team, the Lobos placed twelfth out of 16 MIW A teams. First Hackett. The team is healthy and
place went to Idaho State followed by Utah State, Utah and Brigham everyone should be ready for the
rest of the season. Melvin
Young.
"It was a good, well-balanced tourney," Jacobsen said. He said the Powers and Gates give the Lobos
highest placer, Idaho State, w~nt avvay with only 51-and-a-half points. strength in the hurdles. Solomon
prtlvides'the speed in the 440 and
"The actiim'waitpre"tty CT&!e all'th'e\Y.a.f.""'-.. ·. ··
Jacobsen had predicted before their trip to Colorado State, the 300.
Hackett expects his team to be
tournament site, that BYU and Utah State would make strong
stronger than last year in the
showings, but had indicated there would be some tough competition.
Also accounting for the low UNM ranking was the absence of two field events. He said the pole
team members, 177-pounder Mark Erikson and heavyweight Rick vault, long jump, triple jump,
Haury. Erikson was ineligible because of an incomplete grade and and high jump would be stronger
Haury had an illness in the family.
but the shot pUt would be
Jacobsen said Erikson has made up his incomplete grade and both weaker. The field events are
men will be able to compete in the upcoming dual meets against weak in depth, he said.
As a whole, Hackett said, the
Arizona and Northern Arizona this weekend.
team
is not ready yet for the
"We will make some adjustments this week, and now that we got
everything squared away (classes and most injuries), we should start season. January 19 was the first
putting things together," Jacobsen said. He said he was still op· day of practice after the
semester break and it was hard
timistic and felt his team was "starting to wrestle better."
By David Belling
New Mexico defeated the Air
Force Academy, 76-64, in an in·
door track meet in Colorado
Springs Saturday.
The Lobos won 11 of 16 events
in the meet. Air Force had won
14 straight dual indoor meets
with its last loss coming 11t the
hands of UNM in 1974.
Michael Solomon won the 440yard run 11nd won the 300-yard
dash in a Falcon fieldhouse
record time. Marlon Gates won
the 60-yard low hurdles and
ptaced in two other events.
Lionel Ortega won the one- and
two-mile events.
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.Mo.kers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
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Varsity
Barber Shop
Central & Richmond
Complete barber service,
ladies hair cutting,
hairstyling.

266-4111
Armarid Domioian
Hours · Tuesday thru
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30

CITIZENS BANK.

~~~~~~~~~~

Tel. 277-3121

. LaW

ScfLool

donate twice weekly

cfid1111S§iOfl,

BLOOD

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm

Tuesday-Saturday
DOCTOR .IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
• ALBUQUERQUE

~ c.'(
Tce{!]

The Test:
The Review Course:

February 7, 1976
February 2·5, 1976
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102

Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. In conjunction with Professional Educators,
Inc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutNe nights of preparatory Instruction, taught by at·
torneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques dnd methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student Involvement and an insight
Into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that If you do not score 600 pr above
on the LSAT you may take the course aoain at no charoe.
Professional eaucotors of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255·4050

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student 1.0. to Citizens Bank; and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD ..
(JUST A FEW BLOCI<S)...!. ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

·CITIZENS
BANK
OF ALBUO.UERO.UE
3 Full Service Banks

2500 Louisiarra, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

"'
=
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Earn $ 10 a week
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FREE CHECKING

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
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UTEP and Eastern ~ew Mexico, ~
The outlook for the indoor (!>
track season seems to be op· :><:
~·
<>
timistic but Hackett said he 0
would know better after a few 1::'
meets and after seeing the other ~·
~
teams in the. conference.

Sports

Winless Wolfpack
Wrestlers Whupped

J307 CENTRAL NE
'.

Is•

Your I. D.
Covers

Saturday,January 31-1:30 & 3:30
Sunday, February 1-1:30 & 3:30

Phone 243·2881

0i

Solomon Sets Another Record

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

The

\,

Relax

The Cultural Program Committet..

From all those domestic
chores, we mean. We do the
· shopping, cooking and cleaning
(we even make your bed). But
while you've got that faraway
feebng, remember that the
..College Inn is only a short
three-block walk to campus.
(No parking, no commuting, no
gas.) Both buildings are completely co-ed, too. Now is the
best time to think about where
y'ou want to live.

I~ \1.~ 1 ~·>1,,l 1 ' 1, ~~! ' ' " ' ~·, , , · ">~, 'l-'1-~ ':1.~ •• ,

c:b

Phone 298-8777-

FDIG
MEMBEI'f OF FDIC:.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day {no refunds if cancelled
before five insertlonsl. Classified advertisements must be paid in advance,
Marron llall room 131 .or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquer'Jue, N ,M, 87131

1.

PERSONALS

ATTENTION: UNM BOOKS'rORE returns
policy: Books purchased for the spring semester
1976 may be returned for Fu.ll price through Sat.
Feb 14 provided; 1J books must be in new con·
dition, 2) books must be accornpaniQd by
cashreccipt, 3) Student I.D. must be present with
return. l/30
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright, 247·9819. tfn
NEED A REST from Mom's cooking? Foot long
hot dogs 35c, 11·3 Okic's, 1/30
THERE'S A DIFFEllENCE between lone.liness
and being alone •. Want to talk? AGORA, 277·
3013. 1/30
.

One three-hour lecture weekly, individuC~Iizcd in·
str.uction and heavy practice in excellent
darkroom ncar UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips. Absolute beginners welcome, or in·
termediate. Elxpensive but intensive. Limited to
twelv~ very serious persons, starting around
]"ebruary lQ, Class fills fast so reserve a place
now. Details; A·Pnotographer, 265·2444. 1/23

SINGER M;\CHINE. Left in lay-away, not
claimed. Equipped to button hole, zig zag, etc, Pay
$26 and take machinl). 3105 Central NE, 256·
3505. 2/2
10-SPEED RACING BIKE, 277-2874. 2/2

F;\MOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHOP
and
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym !>11 C!>rnell, Special order service. tfn

STEREO DEPT. Closing all stereo department
components, recorders, consoles, tape plaY!lrs, 40
to 50% off, While they last. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 2/2
TEN SPEED BIKE 23", $55. 243-4652, 243· ,
6398. 2/2

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices. in town! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
TuNE UP YOUR VW, Volvo, Datsun, Toyota fl>r
$l2 labor at German Automotive 268·5169, 1/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Gll!lranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147. 1/30
CARRARO'S PIZZA. Free delivery to University
area, dorms, sororities, fraternities, etc. Delivery
city wi<lll for extra cost. 1/30
FREE MATHEMATICS TUTORING for minority
students, Contact Stewart KE\nc, Math Dept.
Humanities Bldg., 461. 2/6
NEED SOMETHING TYPED'! Call Lynn, 266·
0760. 1/30
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION test Feb. 7. Prepare
now, call Professional Educators of New Mexico,
Inc. 255·4050, 1/30
MIDDLE EASTERN Belly Dance taught by Mar·
jorie, 2217 Lead SE. All levels, 247-1830. l/27

4.

FORRENT

BOBBY CARDENAS, Happy Birthday Hijito, I
Jove you! Joyce. l/27
NICK- You remember the place, they serve
really good homemade food and have a New York
atmosphere, Sec you at Carraro's. Marv. 1128

2.

LOST & FOUND

REWARD: for Silver Turquoise circle pin. One
stone missing, Lost on campus 1/22. Sentimental
value· 277 ·2443, 247 ·4983. 2/2
LOST LADY'S GRUEN Watch. 277·201<1 Pat,
Reward. 2/2

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
l·bdrm available, furnishe-d or unfurnished,
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N,E.,
2!13·2494. 2/13
SUNNY UPSTAIRS ROOMS, $90, $80
smoking, children welcome, 268-1654. 1/27

no

ROOM FOR RENT. SE, $75 mo. split utilities. 255·
6661. 1/27
MATURE BI/GAY share house, NE, $50 mol 1/2
utilities. 299-9245. 1/30

FOUND: Whitll female kitten with collar in
Popejoy Pa1 king Lot, 344·5266 to claim. 1/27
LOST: GOI,D FLY set w/stoncs. Fell oif ring.
Sentimental value. Reward. 277·5395. 1/28
LOST JANUARY 5, gold watch between Ortega
Hall & Romn. Sentimental value. Call 266·3422 af·
ter 5:00, 1/29
RETURN CYCLE helmet, black gloves & ski
mask picked up in 105 Educ. Bldg. 1/22, No
questions. 299·2992 Leavcmcssage, Paul. 2129
FOUND: TEXTBOOK in locker at bookstore.
Must be able to give title. Call 268·0452 after 5:30
p.m. 1/30

5.

FORSALE

20 USED TV'S $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 2555987, 3/1
LEVl'S·BLUE JEAt-{ big bells always at The Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn
BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call 299·1502 for a
bett!lr buy. 1/30

SANYO REFRIGERATOR (3.5cu ft), $85, Great
for Dorml266·1!568after six. 2/2

CANON QL/7 Camera, 277-2874.

2/2

NECCHI ZIG. ZAG. Christmas lay·C\Way not
claimed. Button holes, blind hems, etc. $40 or 10
payments of $4.00. 262·0637, 2/2
PIONEER SX-939 receiver $445, Pioneer Ct·
F7171 cassette tape deck $260. Both brand new,
still in boxes, 298·8370 before 9:00 or after 7:00
p.m. 1/27
NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8, Must sell im·
mediately, Best offer. 242·1489, 1/29
1

LEVI'S·BLUE JEAN big bells always lit The Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954.. tfn

·~---,-~--

BELLY DANCING CLASSES at The Blue
llarcem, 2217 Lead SE, 255·1967, 2/2
PETITION DIVORCES arranged by legal clerk
$36 plus filing fee, 296·4977, 24 hour answering
serv icc. 2/5

C 4 oneself: Coffeehouse at the Bakery.

l/28

"HAYWIRE" MUSIC, Jazz·rock·country. Okill's
Tuesday, Friday, Saturday, For hire 243·
3632, 2/2

But. there Is an alternative to being the puppet of the&e pressures, the utopian vision
called the Kingdom of God. It is a condition of thought and action based on the awareness
of God's steadfast love for all persons and the final victory of compassion over selfishness.
This utopia does not walt on graduation, a political messiah, or the second coming of
Christ. It wails only on your commitment! 'Jesus came Into Galilee, preaching the Good
News of God. and saying.... the Kingdom of God Is at hand..." (Mark 1:14-15)

Roland McGregor, Campus Minister
United Ministries Center
1801 Las 'Lomas, N.E. - Phone: 247·0497

---

Everything
Homemade
CHEAP
AND
DELICIOUS!

1958 VW, good condition $450. Will negotiate.
Tom 281-5007 between 6 & 7 p.m. 1/29
MEN'S LARGE TURTLE skin wet suit. Perfect
condition, only used once. For further information
call Rob 268-7233. 1/29

MISCELLANEOUS

When In Rome you f!3el great pressure to. do as
the Romans do. When In U.N.M. ... When 1n the ·
corporation ... When in the sorority ... When .In the
Symblanese Liberation Army ,.. ·

PIONEER SX-939 receiver $445, Pioneer ·Ct·
F7171 cassette tape deck $260. Both bra.nd new,
still in boxes. 298-8370 before 9:00 or nftcl' 7:00
p.m. 1/27
NEW LANGE SKI BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
mediately. Best offer. 242-1489. 1/29

TWO SEKINE lO·speeds. New 20 & 23 inch ex·
ccllent bikes $165. Tom 281·5007 between 6 & 7
p.m. 1/29
·

THE FLAVOR OF OLD ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICAN FOOD

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE. 1/30

THE· l:bl1B EAFE

USED COLDSPOT REFRIGERATOR. Excellent
running condition. $70 firm. Call 256-1680 after 3
p.m. 1/30

corner of Lomas and Broadway
In historic Martinez
Monday thru Sot. 11 - 2 & 5 - 7:30

6. EMPLOYMENT
Teachers. Box
98660. 1/27

1063,

Vancouver,

Wash.

Arabesque Paper Ente~prises
Retailers of Fine, Imported Artist's Papers
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and watercolor papers for the winter and spring at the best prices
in Albuquerque.
We Stock:

3. · ~SERVICES

EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Manuscripts, theses,
papers, etc. 50c per double-spaced page. 345·
3288. 2!2

~

8.

THINK UTOPIAN

BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing 201 .&
Business Communications 265. Call 299·1502 for a
better buy. 1/30

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming,
How·to-do·it, taught by art-oriented professional,
No history, chemistry or esthetics, but all about
camera operation, lenses, ~>xposure, darkroom
~roduction, films. Black·and·whitc cm)1hasized.

-~----~-

PART TIME JOB, Graduate students only. Af·
ternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Fddny
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old.-Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liqor
Stores, 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Mcnaul N,J!:, 1/30

COLOR TV. Brand names, Big screen, Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
256-3505, 2/2
I

---~-------------

MATH INSTRUCTOR will tutor students.
$5/hour for one student or $71hour for two
students in the same class. 262·0517, 2774938. 2/2

PARTTIME HELP must be able to work 11:30 to
1:30 lunch, additional hours arranged per your
schedule, Der Wienerschnitzcl, 6901 Lomas
NE. l/29

Arches Cover
Arches Silkscreen
Cosmos Blotting
ltives DFK
Classic Watercolor
German Etching

•

ANTIQUES
3409 CENTRAL. N.E.

Quilts

e

256·7103

•

More than 50 additional varieties of papers Qlay be ordered.
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:
McCharris Gallery
309 Cornell S .E.
266-0783

Clothes
Furniture

Photographs

ltives Ligl1t Weight
J.Green Watercolor
Hosho
ltives Heavy Weight
Copperplate
Shogun

Bulk sales of liO she~ts or more at large discounts. Gel your class together and makt' on<' large
order to save time and money.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
· _ time(s) beginning ---~-----··, under the heading
Daily Lobo __
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2~ Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !}.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

-Want Ads say it
in a Bi·g Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00-rninimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 132

· Enclosed $ --~~ Placed bY~--~- Telephone:__ .. _.... ----·

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
·Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

